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This tutorial has been put together to support you in the printing and 
mounting of your Oasis Game.

We would like to take this moment to remind you that the Oasis Game is 
something very precious for Elos.  Our team developed the game with a lot 
of love and care and decided to share it with the world so that its positive 
impact could be amplified.

It is our hope that each person who comes into contact with the Oasis Game 
knows and recognizes its authorship and respects the rules of the use of 
the game, which is licensed by Creative Commons: attribution, non-comercial 
use, no derivitave works.

You will be printing the pieces of the Oasis Game, and we trust that, among 
other things, you will pay attention to the following:

- Whenever applying the game, recognize its authorship, inserting the 
Instituto Elos logo below the subtitle “Methodology” into any promotional 
material (see the image below);

- Indicate Instituto Elos as the place to go for more information about 
the game by providing the Instituto Elos web page (www.institutoelos.org/
jogooasis) or email address (games@institutoelos.org);

- Do not alter or edit any element of the game, including any pieces, 
parts, colors, artwork;

- Do not include logos of other organizations on any part or piece of the 
game;

- Do not commercialize the complete game or any of its parts.

The complete guidelines for using the game are available at the link www.
institutoelos.org/jogooasis_regrasdeuso.

If you have any questions, please get in touch with us!

INTRODUCTION

methodology:



CHARACTER ACCESSORIES - ART FOR THE JERSEYS, TEE SHIRTS, AND NAME TAGS

During the OASIS it is important that the characters are easily identifiable 
to all the game participants.
 
You can choose between three (03) different options to create the accessories 
for the characters in your Oasis Game: JERSEYS, TEE SHIRTS, OR NAMETAGS 
 

The number of items you will need depends on the number of participants.
An ideal number, depending on the size of your Oasis, would be: 

2 or 3 time travelers
4 welcomesall
2 tellsall
2 callsall 
2 playsalot
2 makesithappen
4 seeksall
2 knowsalot
4 makesitflavorful
4 doesitall
2 hasitall
2 makesmagic (this is a secret character and therefore does not need 

identification with a jersey, tee shirt, or name tag!) 

4 cultivatesdreams
TOTAL of 34 or 35 jerseys, tee shirts, or name tags (depending on the 
number of Time Travelers in the game)

tip:  Be attentive to the resources and talents around you and use your 
creativity!  The choices you make about the accessories will depend on 
this.  If, for example, you have someone who sews within the group, the 
jerseys might be the best solution.  If you are able to get someone to 
donate tee shirts, don’t think twice… use that resource!  Maybe you’ve 
already thought about your team designing everything by hand?  Or do you 
know anyone who screen prints tee shirts?  For the name tags, all you’ll 
need is blank white paper and a printer.  If you want them to look even 
more polished, you can laminate the name tags! 

front back

jersey tee shirt nametag
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TO PAINT USING STENCIL

One of the techniques that you can use to design the accessories 
is stenciling, and you can create your own stencil using fairly 
simple materials.

you will need:
A black and white or color printer
24 sheets of white A4 size paper
A small foam roller
Fabric paint
An overhead projector marker (permanent)
Tee shirts or jerseys
A large piece of cardboard
24 sheets of A3 size clear plastic acetate 
Scissors
A surface adequate for cutting the stencil from the plastic acetate
Tape

prepare the stencil
1. Print pages 01-24 on white A4 size paper.

2. Think about how to adapt the design for a stenciling technique.
Look up some how-to videos online. 

3. Using the tape, affix the printed design underneath the plastic acetate.  
Using the overhead projector marker, trace the design onto the acetate, 
already making any design alterations that you choose so that the design 
is easily used as a stencil.

4. Create your stencil, cutting away the appropriate areas of the design. 
 

tip:  It is easier to cut the plastic acetate if you cut on a slight 
angle.  If need be, you can use the point of a small scissor to cut 
smaller areas more precisely. 

prepare the tee shirt or jersey
1. Place cardboard inside so that the tee shirt or jersey is stretched 
around the cardboard.  This is to prevent the paint from bleeding through 
to the other side.

2. Position your stencil on the tee shirt or jersey, ensuring that it is 
centered.  Tape it down so that it stays in place.

3. Put a little bit of paint on a small piece of scrap cardboard, and roll 
the foam roller in the paint to spread the paint over the entire roller and 
take away any excess paint that may drip. 

4. Using the roller, apply the paint over the stencil, ensuring that the 
paint goes onto the tee shirt or jersey in the spaces that you cut out.  
Continue applying the paint until the design has a strong and uniform layer 
of color. Don't press down too hard!
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5. Carefully remove the stencil.

6. Clean the stencil with a damp cloth on both the front and back, taking 
care not to break it. 

7. Let the jersey or tee shirt dry for 72 hours before washing.

8. Repeat this process with the remaining jerseys or tee shirts.
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NAME TAGS

The simplest way to identify the characters within the Oasis 
Game is the name tag.  

you will need:
A color printer
7 sheets of white A4 size paper
Scissors or a ultility knife
A surface suitable for cutting on
String or ribbon
Hole punch

let’s get to work!
1. Using a color printer, print pages 25-31.

2. Cut out the name tags following the circular format.

3. Punch holes in the top part of the name tag and use string or ribbon to 
make necklaces.
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jersey 1 _ time traveler _ front

01



jersey 1 _ time traveler _ back

02



jersey 2 _ welcomesall _ front

03



jersey 2 _ welcomesall _ back

04



jersey 3 _ tellsall _ front

05



jersey 3 _ tellsall _ back
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jersey 4 _ callsall _ front

07



jersey 4 _ callsall _ back

08



jersey 5 _ playsalot _ front

09



jersey 5 _ playsalot _ back
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jersey 6 _ makesithappen _ front

11



jersey 6 _ makesithappen _ back
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jersey 7 _ seeksall _ front

13



jersey 7 _ seeksall _ back

14



jersey 8 _ knowsalot _ front

15



jersey 8 _ knowsalot _ back

16



jersey 9 _ doesitall _ front

17



jersey 9 _ doesitall _ back

18

doesitall



jersey 10 _ makesitflavorful _ front
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together



jersey 10 _ makesitflavorful _ back
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jersey 11 _ hasitall _ front
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jersey 11 _ hasitall _ back
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jersey 12 _ cultivatesdreams _ front

23



jersey 12 _ cultivatesdreams _ back
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nametags_page 1
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nametags_page 2
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nametags_page 3
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nametags_page 4
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nametags_page 5
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nametags_page 6
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nametags_page 7
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